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Trump's Iran policy
US President Donald Trump has taken a tough line on Iran since taking ofce in January last year. He
has been highly critcal oo the nuclear deal between Iran and the fve permanent members oo the UN
Security Council plus Germany. Trump who’s developed close tes with Saudi Arabia and Israel, both
hostle to Iran, wants other partes to the nuclear deal to scrap it. tack in October, Trump reoused to
certoy Iran's compliance with the landmark nuclear agreement to the Congress. He however renewed
temporary waivers oor many US sanctons against Iran so that America technically remains a party to
the atomic deal. Trump oaces the same deadlines this month on whether to certoy Iran’s compliance
and renew the waivers. The deadlines are looming as tensions between Washington and Tehran have
escalated over the US president’s tweets on recent protests in Iran.
Saudi crackdown
Important developments in the Middle East and beyond have not spared Saudi Arabia oo pressure
orom advocacy groups over its human rights record. Riyadh is oacing renewed calls to release the
dozens oo people it has arrested since September in what has been condemned as a “worrying”
crackdown on dissent. The crackdown has seen over 60 prominent clerics, writers, academics,

religious fgures, journalists and actvists put in jail. In a statement on the second anniversary oo Saudi
Arabia’s last mass executon oo 47 adults, UN human rights experts and groups including Amnesty
Internatonal and Human Rights Watch have condemned the latest crackdown. They said: quuoteWWe
are witnessing the persecuton oo human rights deoenders oor peaceoully exercising their rights to
oreedom oo expression, assembly, associaton and belieo, as well as in retaliaton oor their work. The
Saudi government has ignored repeated calls by UN experts and others to halt these violatons, rectoy
them, and prevent their recurrence.

